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One of the most common mistakes of parenthood is to be drawn into verbal battles with our 
children, which leave us exhausted but without strategic advantage. Don't yield to this impulse. 
Don't argue with your teen. Don't subject him to perpetual threats and finger-wagging 
accusations and insulting indictments. 

And most important, don't nag him endlessly. Adolescents hate to be nagged by "Mommy" and 
"Daddy"! When that occurs, they typically "protect" themselves by appearing deaf. Thus, the 
quickest way to terminate all communication between generations is to follow a young person 
around the house, repeating the same monotonous messages of disapproval with the 
regularity of a cuckoo clock. 

What, then, is the proper response to slovenliness, disobedience, defiance and 
irresponsibility? Since it is unwise (and unproductive) to spank a teenager, parents can only 
manipulate environmental circumstances when discipline is required. They have the keys to 
the family automobile and can allow their son or daughter to use it (or be chauffeured in it). 
They may grant or withhold privileges, including permission to go to the beach or to the 

mountains or to a friend's house or to a party. They control the family purse and can choose to share it or loan it or dole it or 
close it. They can ground their adolescent or deny use of the telephone, television or computer for a while. 

Now obviously, these are not very influential motivators and are at times totally inadequate for the situation at hand. After we 
have appealed to reason and cooperation and family loyalty, all that remains are relatively weak methods of punishment. We 
can only link the behavior of our kids with desirable and undesirable consequences and hope the connection will be of sufficient 
influence to elicit their cooperation. 

If that sounds pretty weak, let me admit what I am implying: A willful, angry 16-year-old boy or girl can win a confrontation with 
his or her parents today if worst comes to worst. The law has totally shifted in teenagers' favor. For example, they can have sex, 
conceive a child and, in many states, abort a child without their parents' knowledge. Drugs and alcohol are easy to obtain. Very 
few "adult" privileges and vices can be denied a teenager who has the passion for independence and the will to fight. Under 
some circumstances in certain states, a 16-year-old can be legally emancipated and freed from all parental supervision. 
Sometimes in cases of extreme rebellion, your reaction in a crisis has to be based on bluster and intimidation. It isn't enough, 
but you run with what is available to you. 
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STUDENT CHOIRSTUDENT CHOIRSTUDENT CHOIR   
Student Choir starts back Sunday, August 15!   

 
This is the year for the living Christmas tree, so get ready!  
This is always an exciting time in the life of our student ministry.  
 
Both student choirs will meet in the choir room upstairs from 4:30
-5:15 PM.  Come join for a fun time of worship!  Even if you’ve 
never been a part of student choir, you are more than welcome 
to come! 

Life Groups are our way of helping students CONNECT with God.  
It is easy for students in a big church to fall between the cracks.  
However, we desire for every student to feel loved, to be 
transformed by the gospel, and to be conformed into the likeness 
of Christ.  This will only happen if we can make our “big” church 
seem “small.”  That is where Life Groups come into play.  We 
want Life Groups to be a place where lost students can feel 
accepted and loved and where they can hear the Gospel. 
 
Join us at 8:00 AM or 11:00 AM for an exciting time of fellowship, 
games, giveaways, and Bible study.  You don’t want to miss 
Sunday mornings! 

 MIDDLE SCHOOL PRAYER GROUP 
We have the awesome privilege to go directly to 
God in prayer.  Every Sunday evening the Middle 
School students meet to pray for one another, our 
church, our country, and our friends.  We meet in 
the worship center at 5:15 PM immediately after 
Student Choir.  This is a really neat time that we set 
aside each week to pray as a group of believers. 

Join us in the Light House on 
Wednesday nights for some crazy 
fun games, friends, food, fellowship, 
and a Bible study from 6:30-8:00.  A 
light dinner is available before 7:00 
for $2. 



LUAU PARTY!!! 

REMAINING EVENTS 
September 18 Family Day at the Laser Show 

October 16 2nd Annual Kickball Tourney 

November 13 Extreme Bonfire 

December 3 Christmas Party 

date:date:date:   friday, august 20friday, august 20friday, august 20   

time:time:time:   6:006:006:00---9:00 pm9:00 pm9:00 pm   

cost:cost:cost:   free!free!free!   

place:place:place:   the home of mike and jenny violetthe home of mike and jenny violetthe home of mike and jenny violet   

   3222 town manor cir, dacula, ga 300193222 town manor cir, dacula, ga 300193222 town manor cir, dacula, ga 30019   

   the violets: 678the violets: 678the violets: 678---714714714---9798     jon carr: 7709798     jon carr: 7709798     jon carr: 770---367367367---822482248224   

   

join us as we party hawaiian style!  join us as we party hawaiian style!  join us as we party hawaiian style!     

we will have lots of food, games, and fun at the pool!we will have lots of food, games, and fun at the pool!we will have lots of food, games, and fun at the pool!   

bring your swimsuitbring your swimsuitbring your swimsuit---one piece for the ladies)one piece for the ladies)one piece for the ladies)---and a toweland a toweland a towel   

WORSHIP TEAM 

The worship team will consist of singers and musicians who 
want to use their musical gifts to glorify God and lead us in 
worship 

DRAMA TEAM 

The drama team will put together and practice skits to perform 
during Life Group assembly and on Wednesday nights. 

WELCOME TEAM 

We need some students who enjoy meeting people and talking 
with people and who aren’t afraid of anyone!  This team will 
greet students as they arrive to Life Groups every week and help 
guests find the right class for them. 

STUDENT MINISTRY TEAMS 

To sign up for a ministry team, contact me at jon.carr@northmetro.net 



Declare his glory  
among the nations,  
his marvelous deeds  
among all peoples !  

Psalm 96 : 3 
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